YEAR 10 SUBJECTS
Media Production
More and more people are creating their own media products using common devices like smartphones, and publishing
them online for a global audience.
While many of these are innovative and interesting, few demonstrate the skills and techniques that go into making quality
media products. This Media elective will teach you those skills, which you will apply in your own group and individual
productions. You will explore ideas in the form of scripts, storyboard designs and a research folio before filming and
editing two complete productions. You will also analyse the filmmaking techniques of popular and classic films and apply
these to your own work.

OUTCOMES
1. Students will demonstrate specialist production skills within collaborative media productions, and explain and
reflect on the media production process
2. Students will analyse the intentions of media creators and producers and the influences of narratives on an audience
in film and television products
3. Students will apply the media production process to create, develop and construct a narrative in a convergent media
product
Subject-specific skills are:
●● You will develop critical thinking skills
●● You will develop visual design skills
●● You will develop oral presentation skills
●● You will develop collaborative skills
●● You will create a coherent media production design including research and planning documentation
●● You will use ICT, camera, editing software, and production & post-production techniques
Transferrable skills include the ability to:
●● Read, critique, analyse, discuss and respond to contemporary narrative texts
●● Present complex ideas and information imaginatively to an audience
●● Use the mechanics of language accurately and effectively in written and oral responses
●● Utilise ICT in the research, creating and presenting of assessment tasks
Please Note:
		
		

A subject levy applies to this subject (see Subject Cost Schedule for details). Students wishing to
undertake this subject must have access to a video camera, and be able to bring it to school on
occasions as required.

“In Year 10, I undertook Media DVP and I can gladly say it was my favourite class. I learned a lot of new techniques and
information and this made me want to continue Media at VCE level. It inspired me to make movies no matter how crazy the
idea was.”
Oliver Charles
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